Most of the papers on calibration are based on either classic or bayesian parametric context. In addition to the typical problems of the parametric approach (choice of the distribution for the measurement errors, choice of the model that links the sets of variables, etc.), a relevant problem in calibration is the construction of confidence region for the unknown levels of the explanatory variables. In this paper we propose a semiparametric approach, based on simplicia1 depth, to test the hypothesis of linearity of the link function and then how to find calibration depth confidence regions.
Introduction
Statistical calibration, broadly used in chemistry, engineering, biometrics and potentially useful in several practical applications, deals with the inference on the unknown values of explanatory variables given a vector of response variables. This is generally done using a model identified through a preliminary calibration experiment (general references on calibration are Brown (1993), Sundberg (1999)).
In Section 2 we describe the multivariate calibration problem and in particular the difficulties in the construction of confidence regions in a parametric context; in Section 3, using a semi parametric approach, it is proposed a new methodology based on simplicial depth, able t o overcome some problems of the parametric approach. 3The contents of this paper have been shared by both Authors. In particular Section 2 is due to S.Salini and Section 3 is due to D.Zappa.
Multivariate Calibration: the parametric approach
In univariate calibration the properties of the classical and the inverse estimators are known. Most of these results may be extended also to the multivariate context where the main and relevant problem is the construction of multivariate confidence regions (Salini 2003, 11) .
Following Brown (1993), we consider two steps.
1) The calibration step. We run an experiment of n observations on q response variables Y 1, Y 2 , ... , Y, and p explanatory variables X 1 , X 2 , ... , X, in order to identify the transfer function that links the two sets of variables.
Suppose that the transfer function is a linear model. Let E be a matrix of random variables (r.v.s) to represent the measurement errors. Then the calibration model is:
where is l ( n x 1) the unit vector, B ( p x q) and a ( q x 1) a matrix and a vector of parameters respectively.
2) The prediction step. Analogously to the previous step, suppose that a matrix Y2(m x q) of response variables is available, the prediction model is where we are interested on the unknown values t ( p x 1) of X. Let E l i and Ezj be the i-th and the j-th column of El and E 2 , respectively. It will be assumed that E (Eli) = E (Ezj) = 0 , E (EliEE) = E (EzjE6) = I?, Eli, EZj -N (O,I'), and that the errors Ezj are not correlated with Eli.
To find the confidence region for J, the most favorable situation is when p=q. Supposing that the variables X are standardized, it may be shown that where &, B are the maximum likelihood estimators of ( a , B ) .
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As the log-likelihood function of the mean sample vector y2, conditional to [ is:
replacing a, B , I? by their maximum likelihood estimate &,B,s respectively, we have the maximum likelihood estimator for t as :
T where S l = (y1 -xB) ( y 1 -XB). To find a confidence region for t, using (3) and (4), the 100(1y)% prediction ellipsoid for the unknown levels t is the volume
